
Contech is a leading global Construction-tech hub
With Israeli technologies, government support, and the spirit of Israeli entrepreneurship, 
Contech builds a unique ecosystem, making Israel a leading global Construction-Tech 
hub. The Contech ecosystem includes startups, companies from all sectors of the
construction industry, contractors, software companies, regulatory bodies, policy makers 
and investors. 
Contech activities are aimed to grow the construction-tech startup ecosystem, while facil-
itating business connections between startups and industry players in Israel and abroad.

THE OPPORTUNITY
Israel is a world leader in technology innovation, with a growing number of startups 
focusing on the construction industry. 
Contech connects construction industry leaders and disruptive Israeli technologies, 
identifying startups that match our Partners’ specific needs.

THE VALUE

CONSTRUCTION INNOVATION ZONE

Contech provides select industry leaders with a focused innovation arm at the heart of 
Israel’s startup ecosystem, managed by a team of technology, venture and construction 
experts.
Our work methodology includes assessment of partner needs, presentation of a curated 
set of relevant solutions, and assistance in piloting and implementation of select 
technologies.

Benefits

 Reliance on our extensive experience in Construction and Infrastructure core 
 systems, business needs and identifying pain points.
 First access to technologies and solutions.
 Opportunity to invest in the participating startups.
 Market positioning as an innovation leaders.

Targeting

 Worldwide GCs and developers.
 Software providers serving the construction industry.
 Materials and building methods providers.
 Machinery companies (heavy machinery, power tools and more).
 Utilities (electricity, gas, oil, telco).
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THE PARTNERS
ISRAELI BUILDERS ASSOCIATION
The Israeli Builders Association is the only representative organization 
dealing with construction, infrastructure, development, and other engineering works in 
the Israeli market. The Association works to promote the 
construction and infrastructure industry, to safeguard the interests and rights of all 
contractors and builders, and to solve problems in a variety of professional fields under 
the industry. The Association operates three professional divisions: the Entrepreneurship 
and Construction Division, the Infrastructure Division and the Contract Building Division. 

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY AND INDUSTRY
For the past 10 years, The Ministry of Economy and Industry has built 
ecosystems and developed communities around specific sectors.
The Ministry initiated and led the "Israel NewTech" program, which 
develops and promotes the water and renewable energy industries.
In addition, the Ministry participates in the National Intelligent 
Transportation Program and operates business knowledge
communities in the areas of education and health. 
These innovative models enable the Ministry to lead 
the way of changing perceptions and facilitate 
connections between different sectors.

MINISTRY OF CONSTRUCTION AND HOUSING
The Ministry is responsible for initiating and implementing government
policy in the housing sector, extending to activity in the housing value chain, 
developing infrastructures, and providing public institutions and open public spaces.
The Ministry leads the planning and implementation of residential neighborhoods 
throughout the country and is responsible for all the activities related to urban renewal.

CONTACT US     Info@contech.me


